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Abstract
Purpose: Financial sharing funds and banks necessitate that their capital and number of shareholders be
instantaneously variable. Legal personality and accounts clearing of this type of corporations are to be
different from conventional companies. This is why Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC)
is proposed.
Design: JSCVC is a corporation in which capital and shares of shareholders vary by new entrance or
withdrawal of shareholders at any point of time.
Findings: Interest rate based calculations was removed and Rastin Sharing Accounting was applied for
JSCVS. Shareholders of JSCVC share the company's nominal capital proportional to nominal values of
their shares. Financial outcome of JSCVC is proportional to values of shares weighted by shares duration
of participation.
Research limitations: To prevent spoiling of shareholders' rights, legal procedure of issuing shares for
JSCVC should be defined in compliance with domestic commerce laws in any country.
Practical implications: JSCVC can be used by majority of investment funds, credit unions, saving and
loan associations, pension and provident funds, thrift saving plans as well as Islamic banks and financial
sharing activities. In JSCVC, deposit at bank is treated as share of company.
Social implications: JSCVC has fair profit distribution and accounts clearing arrangements.
Originality: Different variable capital companies have been defined in many countries' laws, but essential
modifications are presented in JSCVC definition to regulate financial sharing arrangements and bank's
performances.
Category: Technical paper.
Keywords: Variable Capital Company, Rastin Sharing Accounting, Rastin PLS Banking, Pension Fund,
Mutual Fund, Saving and Loan Association, Credit Union.

1. Introduction
Change of assets of a company is a nature of financial institutes. Change of capital and the number
of shareholders of conventional Joint Stock Companies are due to specific formalities established by
Commerce Law and are not so easy to be done repeatedly in small periods of time. For having quick
varying capital capability, new legal institution should be defined. To cover this shortage, we define Joint
Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC) which can prepare the necessary background for financial
Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS) and other financial sharing (Mosharekah) activities.
Generally, similar type of companies has legal founding in laws in some countries. For example,
AGmvK2 in Germany, SICAV3 in France4, Spain5, Italy6 and Malta7, ICVC8 in U.K. and OEIC9 in United
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States are more or less of this type. The latter is a kind of investment fund operates according to the
Investment Company Act10 approved in 1940.
Laws of each country have special fineness for companies with variable capital according to
particular conditions. Elimination of interest rate and Rastin Accounting System11 are considered in
defining JSCVC in this paper to fulfill the operations of financial sharing.12 Islamic banks also require
sharing arrangement to fulfill non-usury financial operations and in this regard needs to be defined as
variable capital corporations; because the deposits of banks are instantaneously changing and if the
deposit of bank be treated as share, we need variable capital company arrangements and regulations.
Shareholders of JSCVC share the financial results of the company proportional to their capital and
duration of their participation. This is different to conventional companies that shareholders are just are
shared in the financial results of the company proportional to the amount of their nominal values of their
shares. In comparison to other companies, these companies have similar functions such as issuing share,
dividing profit, electing and assigning managers, holding assemblies, preparing financial reports and etc..
According to the article of association, variable capital companies should also operate under the
supervision of board of managers and according to the approval of their general assemblies and votes of
shareholders; and should also be under specific legal authority supervision.
JSCVC can be formed by government, private sector or mixed shares of government entities and
private persons. Based on the article of association, ordinary and distinguished shares for public or
founders can be defined respectively -though not recommended.
Definition of share, share document and its kinds, compulsory items of share document, share
transaction and etc., are precisely defined in Commerce Laws of all countries. Therefore, in order to
prevent spoiling of the rights of shareholders, the procedure of issuing shares for variable capital company
from legal point of view should be precisely defined in compliance with domestic law of any country.
Change (increase/decrease) of capital of conventional companies as defined by laws is not almost
compatible with variable capital companies in different countries at all and needs new legislation, though
many financial institutions around the world and under different legislations use some types of variable
capital operations in the framework of other companies rules and regulations and in different legislation
systems. The outstanding feature of JSCVC defined in this paper refers to the participation procedures
and accounting clearing of shares in such a way that the amount and duration of participation become the
base for accounts clearing and settlement arrangements.
2. Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC)
Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC) is a joint stock company in which the capital
and shares vary by new entrance or withdrawals of stockholders or by lapse of time through changing
sharing proportions because of changes of shares' durations. Amount of nominal capital of the company at
any point of time is calculated by summing nominal values of the shares of shareholders at that time, but
company's yields is distributed by time-duration weighted of the shares. The time points and periods for
clearing accounts are predetermined according to the article of association of company. Time points or
financial periods can be orderly cyclic/periodical, or disordered but predetermined.
Whenever a shareholder requests for withdrawal of his share/deposit, his share of the company's
yield is calculated and paid. Thus, the share of each shareholder of the yield of company is calculated
according to the ratio of the days the shareholder has kept his capital in the company multiplied by the
nominal value of the shareholder’s capital, divided by sum of the similar multiplications for all
shareholders. Each shareholder shares the profit/loss of the company proportional to his capital and the
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days he has been participating in the company. This method of sharing is defined according to the Rastin
Mosharekah (Sharing) Accounting principles of Rastin Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS)13. In this regard, it
enjoys from a fair distribution of benefits. Justification of the activities of this kind of companies is
similar to investment companies/funds and banks which operate on the basis of mutual sharing.
In contrast to legal formalities for changing the capital and number of shareholders in conventional
companies, JSCVC has different formalities and each shareholder can request to withdraw from the
company and put an end to his participation in the company at any time and in this regard, the capital of
these companies is variable at any point of time.
JSCVC can be established as public or private entities with public and private and domestic and
international shares. These companies can be with limited or unlimited legal responsibilities. To
overcome the conflicts of regulations of different countries, JSCVC functions under the regulations of the
country where has been registered.
3. Account Clearing Arrangements
Calling the nominal value of each share q and the number of shareholders m and the nominal value
of the capital of the ith person Di and the duration of the participation of ith person ti, the number of shares
of each shareholder and total number of shares of all shareholders of JSCVC can be calculated as follows:
The nominal value of the company capital (K) is equal to the sum of nominal capitals for all
shareholders:
=∑

(1)

The ratio of share of the ith shareholder of the company's yield (ki) is equal to the ratio of the days
participating in the company multiplied to nominal value of his share divided by sum of similar
multiplications for all shareholders:
=∑

(2)

The "sharing value" of the shares of the ith shareholder (Si) is equal to:
Si = ki ×K

(3)

Number of the shares of the ith shareholder is calculated as:
=

(4)

Totall number of shares of company (N) is:
=∑

(5)

The profit (or loss) of company for at the end of corresponding period (π) is distributed per share (r):
r = π/N

(6)

The profit (or loss) of the ith shareholder (πi) will be equal to:
πi = ki × π = r × Ni = π × Ni/N
13
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which if not received by the shareholder, will be added to the nominal value of his share at the first of the
next financial period.
4. Application in Financial Institutions
Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC) can prepare sound background for many
financial sharing activities. JSCVC can be used by majority of investment funds, credit unions, saving
and loan associations, pension funds, thrift saving plans as well as Islamic banks and banking and
nonbanking financial sharing activities. Concluding from JSCVC definition, deposits at bank will have
the same properties as shares in Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital. The latter justification can
change the bank's legal and operational performances to a faired financial discipline and market clearance
and moreover tightly links money market to capital market which can dissolve both markets inherent
volatilities and fluctuations.14 Some applications of JSCVC are as follows:
4.1. Application in Investment Funds and Mutual Funds
Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC) can be used for investment funds and mutual
15
funds as well. Investment funds are funds with professional management which accumulate the capitals
of members and use them to transact shares and other valuable papers and securities.16 Special
characteristic of these funds is continuous variation of their capital. By using JSCVC, pre organization
and pillars of the fund as: Investment advisor, Distributor, Trustee institute, Transfer agent, Management
Company or Administrator, Supervising Authority will remain unchanged. Usually, supervision of mutual
funds is carried out through law and regulation enactment to observe the rights of shareholders and
improvement of market performance. This task often is carried out by capital market authorities in various
countries.
4.2. Application in Credit Unions
Credit unions can properly be Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC). Credit union is
formed as a financing company by ownership and financing of its members and freely operates for saving
and extending loan and other financial services provision to members and is managed by members.
Usually, credit unions are established as nonprofit organizations17. Family, local or guilds credit unions
are similar cases in many countries.
4.3. Application in Interest-Free and Rastin PLS banking
Operational characteristic of Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC) is fully
compatible with definition of Non-Usury Bank Corporation (NUBankCo)18 and also from financial
14
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operations view with the concepts of the third product of Rastin Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS) banking19.
Non-Usury Bank Corporation can be private, public or mixed. For the former personality, payment
of good loan (Interest-free loan) has to have its own justification. For the two latter personalities, since
loans should not involve interest, procedure of extending loan is different. In governmental Non-Usury
Bank Corporation extending good loans is simply done by covering people requests for consumptioninterest-free loans. If Non-Usury Bank Corporation is mixed -that is government and private sector share
together- government should decrease her profit share in proportion to the amount of good loan she has
extended to people. In other words, if the government's capital in the company is Dg and duration of her
share/deposit is tg and as before, the nominal value of each share is q and the number of private depositors
is m and the deposit (capital) of the ith depositor is Di with participation duration of ti, the nominal value
of capital of the company will be equal to:
=∑

+

(8)

The capital ratio of government Kg to total capital of the company is equal to the ratio of the days
government has kept the capital in the company multiplied by the nominal value of her capital divided by
the sum of the same products for all depositors (shareholders):
=∑

(9)

The "sharing value" of the share of government (Sg) is:
Sg = kg ×K

(10)

Number of government shares (Ng) will be:
=

(11)

Total number of shares of the company will be equal to the sum of the numbers of government's and
people's shares:
=∑

+

(12)

By considering π as the company profit (or loss) in corresponding financial period, the profit of each
share (r) will be calculated by (6). The profit share of the ith shareholder (πi) is derived from (7) and
government profit share will be:
πg = kg × π = r × Ng = π × Ng/N

(13)

Now suppose that government wants to extend the amount of L as good loan from her share in
NUBankCo for t days. If we have:
L × t = Dg × tg

(14)

that is, government wants to allocate her total deposits to good loan and receive no profit at settlement
day. Then the profit of each share will be:
19
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̃=

=∑

.

=∑

(15)

Relation (15) is similar to the case that the govrnment has not ever deposited in the company at all -which
is logically correct. If the value of good loan extended by government is less than government’s deposit in
such a way that:
L × t < Dg × tg

(16)

then, the value of each share will be:
r=

=∑

(17)

.

and the profit payable to the government will be:
̂×

− .

(18)

If L× t > Dg × tg then the government will be in debt to the company equal to the amount of (18).
4.4. Application in Saving and Loan Association (S&L)
Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC) has also application in Saving and Loan
Associations (S&L). These associations are commonly used in USA under the name of Mutual Saving
Banks. In other countries, like U.K. calls for Trustee Saving Banks20. Members of these associations have
voting right and can interfere the association's management and policies as same as a credit unions.21
For example, suppose that a depositor deposits $A in his account at saving and loan association for
a duration of t (which is less than defined company's financial periods) before settlement time. In other
words, financial year/period has not finished yet. The depositor decides to obtain $B credit from the
association for s periods in addition to his own deposit. If we have:
A×t=B×s

(19)

Then the S&L association should not pay any profit to depositor. But if we have the following
relationship:
A×t>B×s

(20)

Then the S&L association should pay the following profit to the depositor according to deposit return rate
of r:
(A × t – B × s) × r

(21)

If the following inequation is satisfied:
A×t<B×s

(22)
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then the S&L association should receive the following amount from the depositor:
(B × s – A × t) × r

(23)

Calculations in this case are similar to that of (8) to (18) with the difference that the gth person is a
shareholder/depositor instead of government.
4.5. Application in Pension Funds
Pension funds including retirement pension funds and seurity funds (both private and
governmental) and Thrift Saving Plans (TSP)22 can properly be formed as a Joint Stock Company with
Variable Capital (JSCVC). Furthermore all sub-funds23 of thrift plans can enjoy JSCVC personality.
In this connection in Rastin Personal Security (RPS)24 subsystem of Rastin PLS banking, bank
operates as an intermediator by receiving commission as agent of depositor, and in addition to providing
capital management services for depositor/insured, provides necessary background for sharing
depositor/insured's fund into investment plans of entrepreneurs on obligstion of pension funds. In this
way, depositor/insured will invest his deposit/insurance premium in Rastin PLS banking activities
through pension funds as intermediary and instead, fund will be obliged to payback the
deposits/premiums and the profits to the depositor/insured in lumpsum or as retirement pension periodical
payments at maturity. The trustee unit of bank will supervise Rastin Personal Security (RPS) operations
on behalf of the bank for better fulfilment of the job and the supervisory authority supervise the pension
fund's activities. Rastin Personal Security (RPS) is carried out in Rastin PLS banking infrastructure by
issuing Social, Personal and Pension Security Certificates as new financial instruments to fully implement
social security system.
4.6. Application in Provident Funds
Provident fund is a kind of retirement pension fund which puts the received insurance premiums of
Defined Contribution (DC) insurance plans into different investments and pays pention payments to the
members in lumpsum. Some of these funds allow their members to receive part of their money at
retirement time and receive the rest as pension benefit in sequencial periods25. Nature of these funds is
also in compliance with Joint Stock Company with Variable Capital (JSCVC).
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